Fencing
has been used sparingly to control deer use or damage on large areas of land largely because of the high cost of construction and maintenance. We needed to exclude deer and livestock from three l/3-acre plots being used for tests of imported grass and legume seeds. A fence economical to build, pleasing to the eye, and blending into the surrounding scenery of ponderosa pine was desired.
The standard deer fence described by Halls et al. (1965) and Bartlett and Boyce (1954) was both expensive and rather unsightly because of its height. The "outrigger" type deer fence discussed by Blaisdell and Hubbard (1956) was also deemed too expensive and somewhat unsightly. The "outrigger" fence is essentially a 4.5.ft upright fence with an outrigger sloping outward from the top to a point on the ground 8 ft from the base. The "outrigger" prevents the deer from getting close enough to jump the fence.
A modification of the overhanging or slanting type deer fence proposed by Longhurst et al. (1962) and Jones and Longhurst (1958) appeared to best fit our needs.
Materials and Design
The slanting fence designed by Longburst et al. (1962) consisted of mesh wire supported between two guy wires. The main disadvantage to this design is that, in areas of heavy snowfall, the slanting fence is apt to be crushed by the weight of snow.
Our design included a 7.ft (Cinchsquare) sloping post fastened to each vertical line post for additional support against heavy snowfall (Fig. 1) . The slant of the fence was achieved by cutting the top of the vertical posts at a 45' angle at 4 ft above ground level and attaching a square 7.ft post with an &inch spike. The 1-ft overhang was provided by the extension of the top of the slanting post past the vertical post. The bottom of the sloping post rested on the ground 4.5 ft from the line post, forming an angle of about 45". The 6.foot line posts were set in 2-ft holes spaced 12 Et apart.
Corners for the slanting fence wae constructed by setting in the ground two 7.ft vertical posts 30 inches deep and 6 ft apart. These were braced with a 6-ft line post placed horizontally about 3 it above ground level. The sloping posts at the corners were secured at ground level with an X-inch spike to an 1%inch section of a 4-inch-diameter post set approximately 12 inches deep. Both 7.ft and lx-inch vertical corner posts were notched at the top with a 4S0 cut (Fig. 2) to receive the sloping posts and hold them against horizontal stress.
Starting
at ground level and working up, the following fencing materials (Table  1) were fastened to the upper side of the sloping posts: (1) four strands of barbed wire; (2) one 4%inch-wide woven wire; and (3) two more strands of barbed wire. Small mammals were discouraged from entering between the lower barbed wire strands by a 24.inch wire mesh (fastened with hog rings) laid across the barbed wire between ground level and the woven wire. A pie-shaped wedge of woven wire and several strands of barbed wire were used to close the opening at each fence corner (Fig. 1) .
The material and labor for the overhanging fences were furnished by the Boxelder Job Corps at Nemo, S. Dak. The number of man-hours required to build the exclosures was not determined since the training nature of the construction made an accurate accounting of time impossible.
Results and Discussion
During the past five years, deer, livestock, and some small mammals were successfully excluded by the overhanging fence. et al. (1962) felt the slantdeer. Deer often attempt to go undering fence is effective because it acts neath a fence and are discouraged by this primarily as a psychological barrier to fence slanting over their backs and will not try to jump. Two disadvantages of the overhanging fence are (1) cattle may damage the wire by using it for a backrub, and (2) in areas of rough terrain some land leveling would be required.
Longhurst
The first may be overcome by attaching two strands of No. 9 galvanized wire around the outside of the vertical posts at 1% and 30-inch heights. This will still permit young calves and deer to utilize the undergrowth beneath the slanting portion of the fence.
The sloping posts prevented our fence from collapsing under heavy accumulations of snow. However, our exclosures were well protected from drifting snow by the surrounding pine forest. In open country the fence would probably be less effective because of drifting and piling snow.
Costs of constructing slanting fences with round posts are generally lower than upright fences (Table 1) . Shorter posts are cheaper, although more are needed in the slanting fence compared to the longer posts used in the upright fence. The amount of mesh wire required for the slanting fence is approximately half that needed for the upright fence, although more barbed wire is needed. Six strands (two above and four below) were used, while two are used (bottom and top) on the 8-ft or higher upright fence. Based on 1972 prices, materials would cost $6.52 per rod for the slanting fence compared to $7.95 per rod for an upright fence if round posts are used. Square posts for the slant rather than round posts would increase the material costs from $6.52 to $7.81 per rod. Maintenance costs have been minimal during the three-year study. 
